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ABSTRACT: 

 

Ocean surface albedo (OSA) is one of the important parameters in surface radiation budget (SRB). It is usually considered as a 

controlling factor of the heat exchange among the atmosphere and ocean. The temporal and spatial dynamics of OSA determine the 

energy absorption of upper level ocean water, and have influences on the oceanic currents, atmospheric circulations, and 

transportation of material and energy of hydrosphere. Therefore, various parameterizations and models have been developed for 

describing the dynamics of OSA. However, it has been demonstrated that the currently available OSA datasets cannot full fill the 

requirement of global climate change studies. In this study, we present a literature review on mapping global OSA from satellite 

observations. The models (parameterizations, the coupled ocean-atmosphere radiative transfer (COART), and the three component 

ocean water albedo (TCOWA)), algorithms (the estimation method based on reanalysis data, and the direct-estimation algorithm), 

and datasets (the cloud, albedo and radiation (CLARA) surface albedo product, dataset derived by the TCOWA model, and the 

global land surface satellite (GLASS) phase-2 surface broadband albedo product) of OSA have been discussed, separately. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ocean surface albedo (OSA) is one of the important parameters 

in surface radiation budget (SRB). It is usually considered as a 

controlling factor of the heat exchange among the atmosphere 

and ocean (Qu, 2017). The temporal and spatial dynamics of 

OSA determine the energy absorption of upper level ocean 

water, and have influences on the oceanic currents, atmospheric 

circulations, and transportation of material and energy of 

hydrosphere. Therefore, various parameterizations and models 

have been developed for describing the dynamics of OSA. 

However, it has been demonstrated that the currently available 

OSA datasets cannot full fill the requirement of global climate 

change studies (Bender, et al., 2006). In this study, we present a 

review on mapping global OSA from satellite observations. The 

models, algorithms, and datasets for mapping OSA from 

satellite observations were discussed in the following sections.  

 

2. MODELS 

2.1 Parametrizations 

In the general circulation models (GCMs), the OSA is often 

described by simple parameterizations or schemes (Briegleb, et 

al., 1986, Hansen, et al., 1983, Jin, et al., 2004, Jin, et al., 2011, 

Payne, 1972, Taylor, et al., 1996). In these models, the OSA is 

usually parameterized with solar zenith angle (SZA) and wind 

speed. However, the chlorophyll, coloured dissolved organic 

matter (CDOM), and sediment contents are usually neglected. 

  

2.2 COART 

The Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Radiative Transfer (COART) 

model is established on the coupled discrete ordinate radiative 

transfer (coupled DISORT). Compared with the widely used 

DISORT model, there are two main improvements in the 

COART model (Jin, et al., 2004, Jin, et al., 2011): (1) The 

refractive index variation in the medium was considered, and 

the radiation interactions between atmosphere and ocean were 

treated as a consistent coupled system; (2) The sun glint effect 

was considered by the surface slope distribution model which is 

parametrized with wind speed and direction (Cox and Munk, 

1954). In a consequent study, the COART model was further 

employed for parameterizing the OSA with SZA, wind speed, 

transmission by atmospheric cloud/aerosol, and ocean 

chlorophyll concentration. 

 

2.3 TCOWA 

The three component ocean water albedo (TCOWA) model 

treats the reflectance of ocean surface as three components 

(Feng, et al., 2016): water leaving, whitecaps, and sun glints. In 

this model, the bidirectional reflectance distribution function 

(BRDF) can be expressed as, 

(1 ) (1 )os ef g ef wlR WR W R WR R                         (1) 

where is
osR the BRDF of ocean water surface, 

efWR is the 

effective reflectance of the total whitecaps over a certain sea 

surface; (1 ) gW R and (1 )ef wlWR R are the contributions 

from the sun glint and water-leaving terms, respectively. In this 

model, the water leaving component was modelled with 

chlorophyll, CDOM, and sediment contents (Morel and Gentili, 

1996); the fraction of whitecaps was modelled with wind 

speed(Callaghan, et al., 2008, Koepke, 1984); and the sun glints 

component was modelled based on the Cox-Munk function 

(Cox and Munk, 1954). 
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3. ALGORITHMS 

The methods for mapping OSA from satellite observations can 

be categorized to two types: the estimation method based on 

reanalysis data, and the direct-estimation algorithm. 

 

3.1 Estimation method based on reanalysis data 

In this method, the OSA can be estimated based on the ocean 

BRDF models (e.g., COART and TCOWA models) and 

reanalysis data. The main input parameters of this method are 

chlorophyll content, wind speed, and wind direction, etc. The 

ocean colour datasets and reanalysis data generated from 

satellite observations can be employed for mapping global OSA 

(Feng, et al., 2016). The flowchart of the estimation method 

based on reanalysis data is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the estimation method based on reanalysis 

data 

 

3.2 Direct-estimation algorithm 

The OSA can also be directly estimated from satellite 

observations. The so-called direct-estimation algorithm was 

firstly used for estimating land surface albedo (Qu, et al., 2014). 

However, the framework of this algorithm is particular suitable 

for mapping OSA. The flowchart of the direct-estimation 

algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. First, a BRDF dataset of ocean 

surface was built based on radiative models. Then, the satellite-

observed top of atmospheric (TOA) reflectance and surface 

broadband albedo was calculated by atmospheric radiative 

transfer model and BRDF modelling, separately. Finally, the 

relationships between the satellite-observed TOA reflectance 

and surface broadband albedo was established by an angular bin 

regression method (Qu, 2017, Qu, et al., 2016).  
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Fig.2 Direct-estimation algorithm for mapping ocean surface 

broadband albedo 

 

 

4. DATASETS 

In recent decades, various land surface albedo (LSA) datasets 

have been generated from satellite observations (Qu, et al., 

2015), such as, the moderate resolution imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) product and the global land 

surface satellite (GLASS) phase-1 surface albedo product. 

However, most of these products contain land surface 

broadband albedo only. Compared with the land surface albedo, 

OSA was rarely estimated from satellite observations. The 

current available OSA datasets have been listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. List of the currently available OSA dataset 

Name Spatial 

coverage 

Temporal 

span 

Spatial 

resolution 

Temporal 

resolution 

CLARA-

A1 

Global 1982-

2009 

25 km 5 days/ 

1 month 

TCOWA Global 

ocean 

surface 

2011 1 km daily days 

GLASS 

phase-2 

Global 2000-

2013 

1 km/ 

0.05° 

8 days 

 

4.1 CLARA 

The cloud, albedo and radiation (CLARA) is a global dataset of 

cloud properties, surface albedo, and surface radiation products 

generated by the EUMETSAT satellite application facility on 

climate monitoring (CM SAF). The CLARA surface broadband 

albedo product (Riihelä, et al., 2010, Riihelä, et al., 2013) 

version 1 is a 28 yr (1982-2009) global covered dataset, which 

was generated from the advanced very high resolution 

radiometer (AVHRR) data, with a spatial resolution of 25 km, 

and a temporal resolution of pentad or 1 month. The main 

generating procedure of CLARA surface albedo products are: 

data reconstruction, topographic correction, atmospheric 

correction, angular modelling, and narrow-to-broadband 

conversion. The OSA can be estimated by a look-up table 

derived based on the COART model. However, the OSA in 

CLARA-A1 surface albedo product (Fig. 3) was filled with a 

constant default value of 0.0676 due to the unavailable of wind 

speed and chlorophyll data. 

 

 
Fig.3. CLARA surface albedo product 

 Average of the monthly-mean CLARA SAL product in 2007. 

 

4.2 TCOWA 

The TCOWA OSA dataset was generated from the MODIS and 

the MERRA meteorological reanalysis dataset. The OSA was 

estimated by the TCOWA model with the input parameters of 

chlorophyll content, wind speed, and wind direction (Feng, et 

al., 2016). The results (Fig. 4) show that spatial and temporal 

dynamics of the OSA can be mapped with the aid of TCOWA 

model and meteorological reanalysis dataset. 
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Fig.4. OSA generated based on the TCOWA model and 

reanalysis data 

Black-sky albedo on Feb. 3rd (a) and Aug. 3rd  (b), 2011; White-

sky albedo on Feb. 3rd  (c) and Aug. 3rd  (d), 2011. SZA more 

than 88°is voided and marked in black. 

 

4.3 GLASS phase-2 product 

The GLASS phase-2 surface broadband albedo product (Qu, et 

al., 2016) was generated with MODIS data with a spatial 

resolution of 1 km, and a temporal resolution of 8 day. In the 

GLASS phase-1 surface albedo product (Liang, et al., 2013, Liu, 

et al., 2013), it covered land surface only, and left ocean surface 

as blank. In the GLASS phase-2 surface albedo product, it was 

further extended to ocean surface. The MODIS top of 

atmosphere (TOA) reflectance was directly converted to surface 

broadband (shortwave, near infrared, and visible bands) albedo 

by the direct-estimation algorithm (DEA)(Qu, et al., 2016, Qu, 

et al., 2014), and then be filled with a statistical-based temporal 

filtering (STF) method(Liu, et al., 2013). In the direct-

estimation algorithm, the BRDF dataset of ocean surface was 

built based on the TCOWA model. Then, the relationships 

between directional TOA reflectance of MODIS data and 

surface broadband albedo were established by the angular bin 

regression method. The three broadband OSA were then 

estimated directly base on the direct-estimation coefficients. 

The preliminary results of the GLASS phase-2 global land and 

ocean surface broadband albedo product are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig.5. GLASS phase-2 surface broadband albedo product 

(a) shortwave, (b) visible, and (c) near infared bands 

Surface broadband albedo at June 18th, 2007, where the voided 

value was marked with grey. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we present a review for mapping OSA from 

satellite observations. Although these methods and datasets are 

still need to be improved in the future, the preliminary results 

have shown great advantages for mapping the spatial and 

temporal dynamics of global OSA from satellite observations. 

In the SRB and climate change studies, these models and 

datasets of OSA, e.g., TCOWA model can also be used for 
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predicting the ocean albedo changes at different representative 

concentration pathways (RCPs). 
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